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Prodigy Akiane Kramarik shares her artwork, poetry, and the fascinating story surrounding her

talent. Growing up in a home with an atheistic mother and a non-participating Catholic father did not

stop four-year-old Akiane Kramarik from finding God. This girl's dreams began a conversation in the

home that has eventually brought them all to Christianity and the world's attention. Akiane: Her Life,

Her Art, Her Poetry is a collection of the best of Akiane's full-color paintings and poetry created from

ages 4 to 10, along with details of her family and the amazing stories that surround each unique

artwork. Already a media professional, Akiane has been interviewed on programs such as Oprah,

World News Tonight, Lou Dobbs Tonight on CNN, and Schuller's Hour of Power. Today Akiane's art

is available online at www.artakiane.com.
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This is a beautiful book - and large! I actually have it electronically, but the physical book is so

beautiful too and often I just go through it and gaze and the paintings and drawings. This isn't

expensive either to tell the truth. I may get more as gifts. This is a beautiful book - just lovely!

The book on tape is contained in the first CD. The second CD has her poetry. Unfortunately in the

thrid CD, the interview with her as a 17 year old is marred by the fact that the announcer is loud and

clear, while Akiane is barely audible (they are using Skype, which, for a change, is amazingly

consistent). One cannot escape the fact that he is breathing into the microphone whenever Akiane

isnt speaking. That noise overshadows the entire interview. When he is not speaking his mic seems



to be on pause, but it picks up his breathing. And it is LOUD. It is even louder when you turn the

volume up in order to hear what she is saying only to be blasted by his voice when he decides to

speak! So if you dont mind being unable to use the third CD, shop away!

Akiane's story is like reading a biography of a young Einstein. It is quite interesting to hear about her

family and upbringing that led her to where she is today. Her experience of Jesus at a young age is

an awesome testament to the God who seesÃ¢Â€Â”he saw what her family was going through and

planned a pathway through which his grace and presence would enter their family. Her mother also

peppers the tale with humor, which I enjoyed.Her spiritual visions are probably best told through her

paintings, and I am glad that the book didn't give undue focus to the experiences.It was a quick

read. Could not sleep with jet lag and I read almost the whole thing in a few hours overnight.The

poetry is dense however so I am still going through it and re-reading the parts that resonate.

She is a beautiful, inspiring person. Her art from such a young age is amazing as well as her poetry.

I looked into her further via the computer she is I believe in her early 20s now. You are shown other

paintings of hers which are breathtaking. I passed the book onto my church library so others can

enjoy her art. Wonderful book and person!

Words cannot express. Akiane is so gifted and her art has such deep meaning. This book also

includes her amazing story. As much as I love this book, it does not even begin to show you how

incredible her art is. I have met Akiane and seen her art. It is really not possible to see all of the

detail in a book. I would not have believed what I just said had I not seen it in person and I almost

did not go. It would be nice to have a book which shows her later art as this book only goes for so

many years of her life. This is one book that is very worth having. And if you ever get the chance to

see any of her art in person, go as it is above and beyond worth it.

Beautiful art that is all a gift from God. Akiane is a special young lady who was chosen by God to

spread his message. So wonderful to have her share what Jesus truly looks like! Her paintings are

so lifelike! I've been sharing this book with my grandchildren (all 8 teenagers)!

Found out about Akiane while reading "Heaven is for Real" The true story of a boy who slips into

death but returns just long enough to remember faces places, and things he never knew before. (he

had never met his grandfather, but was able to describe him to his parents in full detail). Coulton



(the boy) mentions often meeting Jesus, but non of the pictures in the bibles or other books looked

like Jesus until he ran across a painting of him, masterfully done by Akiane at age 8. Buying this

book gives you a bigger look into this truly gifted, blessed child, through her paintings, and the

poetry that resides with it. There are secrets and truths in this book that will make the way you look

at life, much different . She is a messenger , with something very good to say.

I bought this for my mum for Christmas and she loved it. It is a beautiful book with loads of glossy

pictures of her art which is what I was after.
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